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Abstract: Vibration is the natural & inherent property of resistance against disturbance in a Elasto-Plastic materials. The 
structure are often designed in the manner that they can sustain and maintain their superstructure under the influence of dead 
and live loads with the minimum disturbance of their inertia. The super-structures and tunnels are generally placed on the 
surface of load carrying columns in the form of simply supported beams. The integration method of which generates a 
continuous system which is the bridge super structure. So that Natural Frequency (time function Fn) and Response Function 
(space function) can be generated and programmed in MATLAB. 
Keywords: Vibration, formulation, space function, continuous system 
 

I.      INTRODUCTION 
The first mathematical expressions were developed in the late 1990’s carrying out many experiments by C. E. Inglis for Tracks 
considering simply supported segments of a continuous system and S. Timoshenko for bridge super structures. In both of the cases 
the bridge is the integrated system of simply supported segments containing a lumped vehicle mass. The experiments of 1950’s 
were also lab dependent until the 1970’s. At that time computer was available for designing and simulating the bridge parameters. 
Dynamic analysis was firstly carried out in 1953 by K. H. Kinnier. After the year 1980’s standard composite materials like Portland 
cement, ceramics and RCC were being used extensively in place of steel bridges which were providing flexibility with complexity 
in material property and geometry. The advancement of new mathematical expression using Laplace and Newmark beta function 
provides accurate results of damped frequency and damping co-efficient for either side of the vehicle at each point of the bridge 
using Delta function. 
Transport vehicle and bridge both reflects complex models in the real environment. At the point of interaction the damping systems 
and wheels diminish the value of vibration of assembly up to a very high limit. The structure itself behaves like a damper. During 
the analysis of vibration the vehicle is considered as a concentrated mass. 

 
Fig (a):- Load amplitude curve of cosine function in domain (-π, π) 

 
Figure (a) shows the effects of bumps over the vehicle and its mathematical model. The value of damping always varies from zero to 
unity. A wave has the nature of diminishing its amplitude with respect to time. The reduction of amplitude is inversely proportional to 
the frequency of vibration of the bridge as well as of the automobile also. 
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Figure (2):- Vehicle interaction with surface [ref: Wang 1992] 

 
In Fig.2 represents the elastic behavior of an eccentric vehicle which has following parameters. 
1) Pitching angle (ϴ). 
2) Eccentricity of support from the center of mass (l1 and l2 respectively). 
3) Deviation of mass -center (x). 
4) Lift of the tyre (y1 and y2) i.e. displacement of wheels in vertical direction. 
5) Equivalent stiffness (k1 and k2) and equivalent damping (c1 and c2 ) respectively for  the automobiles  front and rear elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3:- Amplitude fraction analysis in MATLAB 
 

Figure 3.2 represents two perpendicular curvilinear co-ordinates representing highest amplitude of vibration at the center of bridge 
irrespective to the position of load for the first shape mode of vibration. 
Explanation of parameters:- A complex vehicle structure is made up of robust assemblies and meeting parts having complex moving 
structures. The analysis commonly used for design considerations are:- 
a) Unidirectional  axle 2D model 
b) Double axle 2D model with four degree of freedom. 
c) 3 Dimensional  models with seven degree of freedom. 
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In this, 2D model of vehicle has been used having properties stiffness (k), damping(c) and mass  (m) matrices with the interactional 
behavior of bridge material. Mainly the lower order natural frequency is introduced which is the basic mode of vibration. The bridge 
is assumed to be made up of the simply supported segments of homogenous material. Mode superposition method is used to reduce 
the degree of freedom. The dynamic analysis is done with superposition of load along with the Euler Bernoulli beam theory. 

 
 

Here, w(x, t) is the uniform shape function of load density. L is the length of the structure. 
V is the velocity of the vehicle a is the position of rear wheels. 
Other terms have their usual meanings. 
Figure (3) shows that the position of moving vehicle is the function of velocity and corresponding time. The vehicles as well as the 
bridge material also have damping properties. Unbalancing of vehicle and bridge are the result of relative motion between them 
because the point contact of 
bridge and vehicle changes with time to time. The hysteresis is the accumulation of load with time duration and speed of the vehicle 
increasing successively day by day. 
 

II.      PROCEDURE 
Assumptions made at different stages of superposition: 
The bridge and the car both have to tackle the environmental parameters such as atmospheric pressure, speed of vehicle and density 
variation of air due to temperature and seasons etc. All the parameters could not be taken for the consideration. At the time of 
interaction of bridge and vehicle only material properties and surface properties are involved in the calculation of bridge vibration. 
At that instant positions of the rest parts of the vehicle other than the contact with bridge are considered as elements of lumped 
body. Assumptions made at different stage of superposition are as under: - 
1) The automobile is assumed to be a rigid body during the calculation of vibration of bridge so that only bridge variables are 

considered as variables at that time. 
2) The dead load  is linear function of mass density for uniform propagation of amplitude function. 
3) There is no transverse motion in bridge other than longitudinal direction. 
4) The property of bridge (i.e. flexural rigidity EI and linear mass density ρ) remains constant  during the motion of vehicle to 

evaluate length-time and length-density propagation. 
5) The property of vibration after impulsive loading will be treated as a cosine function over the L  length of the vehicle. 

 
III.      REASON OF CONSIDERING COSINE WAVE 

The simplification of the bridge model, using the cosine function (including general bridge parameters) with the basic vibration 
parameters is the easiest way of calculating amplitude of bridge vibration. It is impossible to analyze all the bridge parameters with 
a single bridge model because of different types and manners of loadings. Cosine function due to its following properties: 
1) Continuous function of space and time variables. 
2) Differentiability of the function at each position of vehicle. 
3) Single valued at each point of vibration. 
4) The maximum and minimum magnitude is unity thorough out the length. 
5) Whatever the domain (-∞, +∞), the range varies in the range [-1,1]. 
6) The fundamental range is from (-π, π) in which at the point of interaction, the cosine function has highest load as well as 

deflection value. 
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7) The maximum possible load value is considered at mid span interaction. All other points will be calculated in the fraction of 
maximum displacement due to cosine function. 
 

IV.      STEPS OF APPROACH 
1) Selection of standard elastio-plastic bridge material (i.e. concrete). 
2) Function of bridge vibration should be progressive within the length and unchanged to the surrounding. Wave equation is 

suitable under impulse load of vehicle with point contact of bridge and wheel for the bridge. Euler Bernoulli beam theory 
relates the material properties (EI and ρ) with the amplitude functions of front and rear wheels in the terms of time and position. 

3) Utilization of impulse loading under finite length span of bridge provides shape function of amplitude and time function of 
frequency for different modes. Laplace transform of integral provides an exact solution of space- time functions in orthogonal 
(free) co-ordinates. 

4) Location of the wheel is the time-velocity product, on the bridge. After crossing the bridge deflection of vehicle and bridge are 
independent  to mutual interaction. 

5) Effective deviation of wheel is the function of position on the bridge and eccentric load due to own weight within the bridge. 
6) The shape function of wheels are valid from the entry of front wheel on the bridge i.e. (a/v), to the exit of rear wheel (l+a)/v 

from the bridge. 
7) Analysis of variation of natural frequency with density of bridge material and length using MATLAB. 
8) After the analysis of bridge, the eccentric load on the vehicle is also required to be quantified. This is carried out by calculating 

frequency of the standard vehicle using complex function and MATLAB. The input parameters are distance of wheel positions 
from center of gravity of vehicle, stiffness and damping co-efficient of front and rear wheels. 

9) The damping ratio is calculated with the help of complex roots of natural frequency of four wheels. 
10) These complex roots also provide the resultant of mode shape (plane) and its propagation from wave direction. Then transfer 

function is generated mathematically including all the parameters. Laplace function provides exact solution for load transfer 
ratio with Cremer rule. 
 

V.      TRANSVERSE STATIC VIBRATION ANALYSIS 
1) There are two ways of analyzing vehicle vibration 
2) Stationery  bridge and moving vehicle for analyzing vehicle behavior. 
3) Moving bridge carrying lumped vehicle mass. 
The combination of these two ways of analysis will provide high degree of accuracy in analysis of each parameter of bridge design. 
For an example the static loading frequency is calculated by load per unit deflection. If a vehicle of 10 tons is moving on the 
concrete bridge. The static transverse deflection of bridge is 3/2 mm. then natural frequency can be calculated without considering 
the gravity load as following: 
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If the mass of the bridge is not considered in case of transverse deflection curve the static natural Frequency will  be 
k=load/deflection =6.67X105 N/m 
Natural frequency ω = sqrt(k/m) =8.1 rad/sec 
In this analysis the length and material properties of the bridge are not considered. Complex generalized function of load intensity 
including bridge parameters can be expressed in the terms of fourth order differential equation. The mathematical expression of 
Euler- Bernoulli beam theory consists of 4th order and having the form as shown in the equation (4.1) :- 

 
where,  
EI = Flexural rigidity 
휌 = Mass per unit run 
푣 = Damping coefficient 
F(x, t) = Coupling force on beam 
y = Contact point deflection of bridge beam 
δ = Direct function for interval of span [a, b] out region value is zero Orthogonal general vector of (x, t) can be expressed by using 
the form:- y = ø(x)ƞ(t) 
hence for obtaining a generalized form corresponding to all modes can be expressed as 
y(x, t) = ∑∞ øi(x)ƞi(t) 
for the ith mode of vibration 

… (4.2) 
 

VI.      MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF BRIDGE 
This can be done by considering the bridge to be simply supported beam and obtaining the trial differential equation of motion 
without damper as shown in equation (4.3) 

 
Part II 

Taking,   = 푐2 (constant) 
휌 

Since, y is function of x and t. 
Mathematically, y=f(x,t) 
Hence, 
y = Y(x)T(t) … (4.4) 
The equation (4.3) can be solved by using separation of variable method i.e., done by using equation (4.4). 
Describing the equation (4.3) in two parts and then obtaining the corresponding solution Solution of part-I 

 
 
Similarly for part-II, equation (4.4) can be expressed as:- 
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aring part-I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left hand side of equation (4.7) will give 
(퐷4 −   훽4) Y(x) = 0 (where d/c2 =훽4 is a constant)  
(퐷2 − 휔2) T (t) = 0 
The above equations will lead to a C.F. (Complimentary function) of the form:- 
Y(x) = c1푒훽푥 +  c2푒−훽푥+ c3푒푖훽푥  + c4푒−푖훽푥 … (4.8) 
Using the identities 푒푖푛휃 = 푐표푠휃 + 푖푠푖푛휃 and  휃 = 푐표푠ℎ휃 + 푖푠푖푛ℎ휃 in the equation (4.8) we can write the parameters 
of the trial solution as:- 
푒푖훽푥 = 퐶표푠훽푥 + 푖푠푖푛훽푥 
푒−푖훽푥 = 퐶표푠훽푥 − 푖푠푖푛훽푥 
푒훽푥 = 퐶표푠ℎ훽푥 + 푠푖푛ℎ훽푥 
푒−훽푥 = 퐶표푠ℎ훽푥 − 푠푖푛ℎ훽푥 
Therefore equation (4.8) can be rewritten as 
Y(x) = A₁ sin훽x +A₂ cosh훽x +A3 sinℎ훽x +A4 cos훽X … (4.9) 
Differentiating two times equation (4.9) will give bending equation 
Y’’(x) = 훽 2 (-A₁ Sin훽x+A₂ Cosℎ훽x+A3 Sinℎ훽x-A4Cos훽x ) … (4.10) T(t) = 
ACos휔t + BSin휔t 

훽 = ω2 EI/ρA
1  = (βL)2 퐸퐼/푙 휌퐴

1                                                                                                … . (4.11)

Value of 훽퐿 = (1,2,3 … . . ∞) × 휋 
In summery; 
Sin훽푙 = 0 is frequency equation and 
Yn = Cn Sin훽푥 is mode shape function … (4.12) 
On solving the fourth order Euler – Bernoulli beam equation in the term of Yn(x) of equation (4.9) and (4.10) four boundary conditions 
are required in case of simply supported beams:- 
1) At the initial position of simply supported bridge (at x = 0), cos0 = cosh0 = 1 and sin0 = sinh0 

= 0 putting the values A2 + A4 
= nil 
A2- A4 = nil 

It is only possible in case of each one is individually zero. 
i.e. A1 = A3 = 0 

2) Deflection and bending moment at end support (x=l) is zero i.e.:- A1Sinh훽l + A3Sin훽l = 0 & A1훽2Sinh훽l - A3훽2Sin훽l = 0 
Squ Part-I Equation will give:- Part-II 
A1A3Sinh훽푙Sin훽l= 0 ; 
For non – zero values one term should have a length; So 
Sin훽1 = SiniЛ 

훽 =  I Л 

푙 
øi = AiSin nππx/l 
(4.13) 
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Putting the  value of A for  ‘ith’ mode in equation (4.13) gives:-  
Ai = √ (2⁄ 휌푙) = Ax mode constant 
The mode equation will be 
T’’ + 2 휉휔̼ T’ +휔̼ 2푇 = -F1Ø1δ1= -F2Ø2δ2 
EI + 휌 + μ = F(x, t)δ(x− vt) …  (4.14) 
Comparison of standard frequency with the frequency obtained from analysis The vehicle and bridge parameters used in paper of 
Susan and Kou (1985) are according to American Association of State Highway and Transport Officials (AASHTO) for the heavy 
transport vehicle. The author used Strudel approximation software to evaluate frequency of vibration in cycles per seconds. The unit 
of frequency remains same in every measurement system. So comparison of result is done using same material specification in SI 
unit. 

 
For standard 15.24 m (Susan and Kou) bridge The result obtained by STRUDAL software is Frequency Fn = 2.14094 cycles/sec 
Period of vibration of bridge = 0.46708455 sec 
By manual Calculation for impulsive loading taking exact integral formula 

휔 = 휋^2 푛^2 √(EI/(ρl^5 )) 
 

Putting the values for fundamental mode of frequency for n=1 in equation (5.1) :- l = 15.24 m ; 
ρ = 7660 kg/m 

ω = 12.006 rad/sec; 
 

Frequency Variation Table For Standard Bridge 
Density / 
mode of 
vibration 

1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 

1 14.26 20.17 28.5 40.43 57.05 
2 57 80.7 114.11 161.4 228.22 
3 128.37 181.55 256.75 363.1 513.5 
4 229 322.75 456.44 645.5 912.9 
5 356.6 40.43 1 713.2 1008 1426.4 
6 513.5 726 1027 1452 2054 
7 698.93 988.5 1397 1976 2759 
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VII.      RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Natural Frequency 
Graph between the natural frequency and the number of modes is plotted, it is shown in Figure (6.1). It represents; when the bridge 
of finite length vibrates under the loading condition the frequency of vibration increases with the increase in shape mode. Shape 
modes are the number of waves produced within the finite bridge length. Larger value of shape modes diminishes the amplitude of 
vibration. So the frequency of vibration is very high due to lower value of amplitude. Similarly if the bridge is moving in single 
mode then the value of amplitude will be high. So the damping effect should be high, so that instability of the vehicle due to 
vibration could be diminished up to optimum value. After the seventh mode of vibration the amplitude is diminished to a negligible 
value. 

Table 6.2:- Span/frequency table of bridge for fundamental mode:- 
Serial number Length of bridge (in meter) Natural frequency 
1. 16 1.070 
2. 14 1.500 
3. 12 2.211 
4. 10 3.490 
5. 8 6.090 
6. 6 12.500 

 
For  the rear wheel components. 
Here the position is the function of velocity of vehicle and instantaneous value of time. Using MATLAB program for standard 
length of 16 m for different velocity values 
Velocity – displacement graph in the terms of amplitudes of each meters A2 (0, 0.0031, 0.0034, 0.007, -0.0036;-0.0014, 0.0021, 
0.0037, -0.0014, 0.0036, 0.0007, 0.0034, 0.0031, 0.000) 
Length amplitude graph For V = 30m/s. 
The graph drawn between the rear wheel amplitude of vibration and the length of the bridge represents that for 16m bridge and 
moving vehicle of 30 km/hr. the fluctuation in amplitude varies symmetrically with the length of the bridge. It is from downward 
2.7mm to the upward 0.5 mm because the front wheel has applied the compressive load on the bridge surface. The effect of the front 
wheel is dominant at the first half of bridge. 

Amplitude of vibration of rear wheel 

Bridge 

Length  

In  

meters 
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Density of the material / Frequency curve 
Figure 6.6 shows the graph between the material density and frequency of vibration. If the density of the material is reduced in 
geometric progression successively, then the frequency of vibration increases by the polynomial of square of geometric coefficient. 
If the density is reduced to half of the initial value then frequency will increase square root of two times as shown in above figure. m 
= 15090; 
J = 53871; 
k1 = 46741; k2=72300; c1= 588.23; c2=588.23; l1=2.97; 
l2=1.18; 
a = [m c1+c2 k1+k2]; 
b = [J c2*l2^2+c1*l1^2 k2*l2^2+k1*l1^2]; C = conv(a,b) 
d = [c2*l2-c1*l1 k2*l2-k1*l1]; e = conv(d,d) 
f= 1.0e+009*[0.005 0.0345 0.4035 1.1700 5.8500] - [0. 0. 2250000 45000000 225000000] 
r = roots (f) 
The results of this editor program is 

C = 1.0e+010 *[0.0813 0.0154 1.4161 0.1319 6.1064] 
e = 1.0e+009 *[ 0.0011 0.1127 2.8630]   

f = 1.0e+010 *[ 0.0050 0.0345 0.4033 1.1655 5.8275] 
root(s)=   

-1.9737 + 5.9648i   

  - 

Resultants: -1.9737-5.9648i   

  … (6.7)  

-1.4763 + 5.2293i   

-1.4763-5.2293i                                 …(6.8)                                         
 

 - 

The solution of above damped equation produced indicates damped frequencies of vibration for vehicle. These four 
values are conjugates of two same magnitudes in complex metric 

  
in the form of damped natural frequencies the real values indicates the rate of decay and the second or imaginary 
part produces the natural frequencies with the help of damped system. 

Damped frequencies are:- 

휔d₁=√1 − 휉2휔n = 5.9648rad/sec 
 

VIII.      CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the research work carried out following conclusions can be made:- 
 

A. For the bridge 
1) The orientations  of  natural frequency of the bridge using standard Concrete having length of 16 meters and linear weight 

variation is found to be function of 2.5th order of its length. Its fundamental frequency is 12.006 rad/sec which deviates, 10.47% 
from the actual solution of Susan and Kou (1985). 

2) The Amplitude function of vibration with respect to length is symmetric about the both ends and is highset at the mid span i.e., 
3.7 mm for 40 kph velocity. It represents whatever the position (v.t) is the maximum deflections occurs at the centre of bridge. 
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3) Front wheel amplitude at eight equal segments of bridge A1{0.0031,0.0034,0.0007,- 0.0026,-0.0036,-00014,0.0021,0.0037 and 
symmetrically reduces to zero.}*10-3 m. Irrespective to the loading point mid span always has maximum deflection due to 
highest bending moment and tendency of load towards the center. 

 
B. For The Tyres 
1) Using convolution theorem and energy method in the program of MATLAB the damped frequency magnitude are 6.2828 

rad/sec and 5.45rad/sec. for standard 4.2m effective length.  
2) The values of shape modes are [0.14<34.64°,-0.101<-30° for the damped natural frequency of [-1.4763-5.2293i,-1.9737-

5.968i]. 
3) The value of damping ratios calculated according to real and imaginary parts are 0.31 and 0.27 which are closer to the standard 

value of 0.3. 
 

C. Compound Effect 
1) The amplitude of the vibration reduces with the density or length variation of the vehicle at constant flexural rigidity. 
2) The vehicle should have the gravity center as near as possible to the midpoint for  equal phase angle. It will provide geometrical 

balance during vibration. 
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